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Seka Nikolic is a bio-energy practitioner with unparalleled power. The Milan Institute for BioEnergy scientifically confirmed that her therapeutic powers are unequalled, and Seka's
outstanding sucess price has earned her a world reputation.Seka believes that her therapeutic
skill has a systematic foundation and that bio-energy therapeutic can paintings to enrich
orthodox medicine. certainly a lot of her sufferers are stated her via medical professionals who
comprehend You Can Heal Yourself that she will be able to support with health problems like
ME. during this ground-breaking ebook she explains the rules of bio-energy and describes how
the body's power box can through thrown out of stability by way of unfavourable feelings like
tension or fear, by way of the effect of alternative people's power degrees and by means of
geopathic stress. the results of this imbalance You Can Heal Yourself is disorder and disease.
Drawing on Seka's twenty-five years of experience, the publication mixes case experiences with
useful suggestion that allows the reader to know the issues which could bring about ill-health
and deal with their power to guard themselves and begin the self-healing process. obtainable
and convincing, "You Can Heal Yourself" will attract a person who's attracted to attaining
optimal psychological and actual health.
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